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Abstract. Concurrent programming is essential to exploit parallel
processing capabilities of modern multi-core CPUs. While there exist
many languages and tools to simplify the development of concurrent
programs, they are not always readily applicable to domain-speciﬁc problems that rely on complex shared data structures associated with various semantics (e.g., priorities or consistency). In this paper, we explore
such a domain-speciﬁc application from the ﬁnancial ﬁeld, where a data
structure—an order book —is used to store and match orders from buyers
and sellers arriving at a high rate. This application has interesting characteristics as it exhibits some clear potential for parallelism, but at the
same time it is relatively complex and must meet some strict guarantees,
notably w.r.t. the ordering of operations. We ﬁrst present an accurate
yet slightly simpliﬁed description of the order book problem and describe
the challenges in parallelizing it. We then introduce several approaches
for introducing concurrency in the shared data structure, in increasing
order of sophistication starting from lock-based techniques to partially
lock-free designs. We propose a comprehensive workload generator for
constructing histories of orders according to realistic models from the
ﬁnancial domain. We ﬁnally perform an evaluation and comparison of
the diﬀerent concurrent designs.

1

Introduction

Stock exchanges provide fully automated order matching platforms to their
clients. For each security available on the market, a stock exchange broker maintains a structure called an order book, that agglomerates orders received from
clients (see Fig. 1). Orders can be of two kinds. Bid orders oﬀer to buy a given
security at a target (maximal) price, while ask orders propose to sell it, also at
a target (minimal) price. A matching engine is in charge of comparing incoming
bid and ask orders, triggering trade operations when a match exists.
With the advent of high-frequency trading, clients expect very low latencies
from order matching platforms. The oﬀered latency is actually a key commercial
argument for stock exchange services [1]. Brokers and traders expect the latencies
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Fig. 1. An order book, as seen on real trading platform.

to be in the order of a few milliseconds. This means that the stock exchange
matching service needs to have internal latencies that are at least one order of
magnitude lower. To achieve such low latencies, designers of brokers started using
new communication mechanisms [2] to gain advantages of a few milliseconds
to even microseconds, sometimes resorting to dedicated hardware and custom
algorithms running on FPGAs [3].
Instead of concentrating on communication mechanisms, we focus in this
paper on the eﬀectiveness of the matching engine in order to minimize service latency and maximize throughput. The matching engine improvements are
largely independent from those of communication mechanisms: as an incoming order must be processed by the matching engine before a response can be
sent to the clients, a reduced matching time will improve end-to-end latency.
State-of-the art matching engines thus far work sequentially [4], which means
that, despite the system capacity to receive multiple orders concurrently, the
processing of orders is handled one after the other. There is a great potential for
obtaining performance gains for the matching operation, by taking advantage of
the parallel processing capabilities of modern multi-core CPUs. We investigate
in this paper the support of concurrent order processing, and explore diﬀerent
design strategies to introduce parallelism in the non-trivial data structure that is
the order book, starting from basic lock-based techniques to more sophisticated
partially lock-free algorithms. The primary objective of this study is to demonstrate how one can turn a sequential data structure into a concurrent one by
carefully combining diﬀerent synchronization mechanisms and reasoning about
concurrency under domain-speciﬁc constraints.
Order matching has interesting characteristics as it exhibits some clear potential for parallelism: there are multiple clients and two types of orders, and matching takes place only at the frontier between the two. At the same time, it is not
trivial and presents a number of challenges that must be carefully addressed.
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First, we need to ensure that the output of the matching process in the concurrent case is the same as in the sequential case, notably when it comes to
processing orders exactly once and according to arrival rank,1 because clients
are paying customers and real money is being traded. Second, as the system
handles a variety of messages types (add/remove, sell/buy), it is not clear how
to safely capture all message interactions in the concurrent case. Lastly, to fulﬁl an order, the matching engine can potentially access more than one existing
order already stored in the book. In the concurrent case this might lead to several matching operations simultaneously accessing the same shared state, and
special care needs to be taken to avoid possible data corruption associated with
concurrency hazards. As such, the implementation need to be carefully designed
so that the synchronization costs and algorithmic complexity do not outweigh
the beneﬁts associated with concurrent processing.
The ﬁrst contribution of this work is the proposal and the evaluation of
domain-speciﬁc strategies for processing orders concurrently in the order book.
Speciﬁcally, the concurrent strategies we explore include: (1) a baseline threadsafe design based on a single global lock; (2) a ﬁne-grained design for locking
parts of the order book; and (3) several variants of partially lock-free designs,
which trade runtime performance for weaker consistency guarantees. The second
contribution of this work is the implementation of a synthetic workload generator
that complies with widely-accepted models [5,6]. We further use this workload
generator to assess the eﬀectiveness of our concurrent matching algorithms.

2

Online Trading and the Order Book

We ﬁrst describe the principle and guarantees for trading operations. We start
by deﬁning some domain-speciﬁc terms. An order is an investor’s instruction
to a broker to buy (bid ) or sell (ask ) securities. There are two types of orders:
limit and market orders. A limit order speciﬁes a maximum purchase price
or minimum selling price. A market order does not specify a price and will
be immediately matched with outstanding orders, at the best available price for
this security. The volume indicates the amount of securities in an order as an
integer value. The order book is a data structure for storing unfulﬁlled limit
orders sent for a particular security. It features two queues, one for asks and
one for bids orders. Orders stored in the book can be cancelled with a speciﬁc
command. Finally, the top of the book consists of the ask with the lowest price
and the bid with the highest price, and the diﬀerence between these two prices
is the spread.
An order book maintains two separate queues, one for bid orders, and one
for ask orders. Both data structures are organized in a way that facilitates the
fast extraction of the best order as well as the quick insertion of new orders. In
each of the queues, orders with the same price are aggregated, i.e., queues are
1

To avoid possible confusion with the word “order” used to designate trading requests
and for prioritizing operations (arrival and processing order), we will only use it in
the former sense and resort to alternative expressions for the latter.
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Fig. 2. Internal structure of the order book.

organized as maps, where keys represent prices (with a granularity going up to
the cent) and values are pending limit orders for a particular price. Pending
orders for a particular price are sorted according to arrival rank and, thus, upon
arrival are stored in a ﬁrst-in ﬁrst-out (FIFO) queue (Fig. 2).
Matching occurs only during order processing, when an incoming ask order
satisﬁes some bid(s) or, vice versa, an incoming bid can be satisﬁed by some
ask(s). When a match occurs, the associated existing orders are removed from
the book. The priority of matching is driven by price, i.e., lowest selling prices
(resp., highest) are sold (bought) ﬁrst. If multiple orders have the same price,
they are matched according to arrival time starting with the oldest. If there are
no pending order to process, the system is in a stable state where the spread is
positive and the two types of orders do not overlap.
To fulﬁl an order, the matching engine can “consume” more than one order
on the other side of the book. This happens when an incoming order matches
the best order on the opposite side of the order book, but it is not completely
fulﬁlled and continues to match the next best order. This aggregation process
stops once the incoming order has been ﬁlled completely, or when there are no
more orders that can be consumed given the price and volume constraints. The
remaining part of the incoming order is then added to the order book. Similarly,
when the already existing order in the order book cannot be fully matched with
the incoming order, the partially-matched order remains in the book with its
volume decreased by the volume subsumed by the transactions.
The pseudo-code for the baseline sequential matching algorithm is shown
in Algorithms 1 and 2. Sell and buy orders are stored it two separate heaps,
each holding FIFO queues with orders of identical price sorted according to
their arrival time. Queues are sorted by increasing price in the asks heap, and
by decreasing price in the bids heap. The algorithm matches incoming orders
against existing ones from the opposite heap, possibly adding them to the book
if they are not completely fulﬁlled. To keep the pseudo-code as simple as possible,
we assume that the heap at other side of the book is not empty when inserting
an order and we do not explicitly handle the creation and removal of the queues
in the heaps. This code is used as a basis for the concurrent variants presented
in Sect. 3.
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Algorithm 1. Helper functions.
1: Type order is:
2:
type: {LIMITED, MARKET}
3:
operation: {BUY, SELL}
4:
volume: integer
5:
price: ﬂoat
...
6:
id: integer
7:
status: {IDLE, MATCHING, REMOVED}

 Limited or market price?
 Buy or sell?
 How many securities?
 At what price?
 Timestamp (for concurrent algorithms)
 Status (for concurrent algorithms)

8: Type book is:
9:
asks: heap of FIFO queues (orders of same price)  Sorted by increasing price
10:
bids: heap of FIFO queues (orders of same price)  Sorted by decreasing price
...
11: function can match(node, order)  Can incoming order match node in book?
12:
if order.operation = node.operation then
 Need order of opposite type
13:
return false
14:
if order.type = MARKET then
 Market orders always match
15:
return true
16:
if order.operation = SELL then
17:
return order.price ≤ node.price
18:
else
19:
return order.price ≥ node.price

Algorithm 2. Sequential order insertion (single-threaded).
1: function handle order seq(order)
2:
sell ← (order.operation = SELL)
3:
while order.volume > 0 do
4:
q ← top(sell ? book.bids : book.asks)  Non-empty top queue on other side
5:
n ← first(q)
 Top order in the queue
6:
if ¬can match(n, order) then
7:
q ← get(sell ? book.asks : book.bids, order.price)
 Queue at price
8:
push(q, order)
 Store order in book (append to queue)
9:
break
10:
if n.volume > order.volume then
11:
n.volume ← n.volume − order.volume
12:
break
13:
order.volume ← order.volume − n.volume
14:
pop(q)
 Remove top order from other heap
15:
return SUCCESS

3

A Concurrent Order Book

We now describe diﬀerent strategies for supporting concurrency in the order
book. This data structure is interesting because it is non-trivial and the matching
operation may be time-consuming (e.g., when an incoming order matches and
“consumes” many existing orders from the book). Hence, taking advantage of
the parallel processing capabilities of recent multi-core architectures is obviously
desirable.
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It is, however, not easy to perform concurrent operations on the order book
while at the same time preserving consistency. Some synchronization is necessary
for correctness, but too much synchronization may hamper performance. We
will start by discussing simple synchronization techniques and gradually move
to more sophisticated strategies that achieve higher levels of concurrency.
In all concurrent approaches discussed below, requests to the order book are
handled and processed by a pool of threads. As we would like the order book to
yield the same output in a concurrent execution as when processing operations
one at a time, we need to process requests in the same sequence as they have been
received. We therefore insert incoming requests in a FIFO queue2 and assign to
each request a unique, monotonously increasing timestamp that we use to sort
operations (see Algorithm 3, lines 1–8). We will discuss later scenarios where
we can process some requests in a diﬀerent sequence while still preserving the
linearizability of the order book operations.
Before discussing our strategies for handling concurrent operations, let us
ﬁrst consider some observations about the speciﬁc properties of the order book.
First, matching always occur at the top of the book. Therefore, the matching
operation has interesting locality properties, and it will not conﬂict, for instance,
with operations that are “far enough” from the top of the book. Second, an order
that is matched upon insertion only needs to be inserted in the book if it is not
fully matched. We can thus identify two interesting common cases: (1) an order
is not inserted at the top of the book and hence no matching occurs, and (2) an
order inserted at the top of the book is fully subsumed by existing orders and
therefore does not need to be inserted in the book.
Finally, there are several scenarios where we can straightforwardly determine
that two concurrent limit orders do not conﬂict. For instance, insertions of an ask
and a bid can take place concurrently if there is no price overlap between them,
i.e., the ask has a higher price than the sell, as they cannot both yield a match.
As another example, insertions of two limit asks or two limit bids can take place
concurrently if they have diﬀerent prices (i.e., they are in diﬀerent queues) and
they do not both yield a match. These observations will be instrumental for the
design of advanced concurrency strategies.
3.1

Coarse-Grained Locking

We ﬁrst consider the trivial approach of using a single lock (SGL) to serialize accesses to the shared data structure. To simplify the presentation of concurrent algorithms, we assume that threads from the pool repeatedly execute
the function thread process to process one order from the incoming queue,
and the result of this function is then returned to the corresponding client. The
basic operating principle of the coarse-grained approach is shown in Algorithm 3,
lines 9–14. Threads from the pool acquire the main lock, process the next order
2

We assume that this queue is thread-safe as processing threads may dequeue orders
concurrently with one another and with the (unique) thread that enqueues incoming
orders.
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from the queue, and release the lock before the response is sent back to the client.
Hence, the processing of orders is completely serialized and no parallelism takes
place for this operation. The main advantage of this approach is its simplicity,
which also makes the algorithm easy to prove correct. It will serve as a baseline
for the rest of the paper.

Algorithm 3. Coarse-grained locking and common functions.
1: Variables:
2:
incoming: FIFO queue (orders)
3:
ts: integer
4:
sgl: lock
...
5: upon receive(order):
6:
order.id ← ts
7:
push(incoming, order)
8:
ts ← ts + 1

 Thread-safe queue for incoming orders
 Timestamp for incoming orders (initially 0)
 Single global lock (initially unlocked)

 Reception of an order from a client (single thread)
 Assign unique timestamp
 Append order to queue

9: function thread processsgl
10:
order ← pop(incoming)
11:
lock(sgl)
12:
r ← handle order seq(order)
13:
unlock(sgl)
14:
return r

3.2

 Processing of an order by a thread
 Take next order from queue
 Serialize processing
 Use sequential algorithm

Two-Level Fine-Grained Locking

We now explore opportunities for ﬁner-grained locking to increase the level of
concurrency. We start from the observation that two threads accessing limit
orders from the book with diﬀerent prices, i.e., located in diﬀerent queues in the
heaps, can do so concurrently without conﬂicts. Therefore, it is only necessary
to control access to the queues that are accessed by both threads.
The principle of the two-level locking strategy is shown in Algorithm 4. As
before, threads ﬁrst attempt to acquire the main lock (line 3). Once a given
thread acquires the main lock, it traverses the queues in the opposite heap of the
book in sequence, starting from the top, and locks each visited queue individually
(lines 7–12). This process stops as soon as the accumulated volume of orders in
already traversed queues reaches the volume of the incoming order. In case of
a limit buy or ask order, the process also stops whenever visiting a queue at
a price that is higher, respectively lower, than the price of the incoming order.
Finally, if the incoming order has not been fully matched, it needs to be inserted
in the book and we also lock the queue associated with the price of the incoming
order (lines 13–15). The algorithm then releases the main lock (line 16). It can
now safely perform the actual matching operations on the previously locked
queues, including the optional insertion of the incoming order in the book if some
unmatched volume remains, and release the individual locks as soon as they are
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Algorithm 4. Fine-grained locking.
1: function thread processfgl
 Processing of an order by a thread
2:
order ← pop(incoming)
 Take next order from queue
3:
lock(sgl)
 Serialize traversal of heap
4:
sell ← (order.operation = SELL)
5:
v ← order.volume
6:
q ← top(sell ? book.bids : book.asks)
 Top queue at other side
7:
while v > 0 do
8:
if ¬can match(first(q), order) then
9:
break
10:
lock(q)
 Acquire lock on queue
11:
v ← v − volume(q)
 Subtract volume of all orders in queue
12:
q ← next(q)
 Next queue from heap
13:
if (v > 0) then
14:
q ← get(sell ? book.asks : book.bids, order.price)
 Queue at price
15:
lock(q)
 Acquire lock on queue
16:
unlock(sgl)
17:
r ← handle order seqfgl (order)
 Use sequential algorithm
18:
return r
 Algorithm 2
function handle order seqfgl ≡ handle order seqsgl
. . . unlock(q) . . .
 All locks released once no longer needed (before line 15)

no longer needed. To that end, we simply reuse the sequential algorithms with
the addition of lock release, which happen right before line 15 in Algorithm 2 or
whenever a queue becomes empty.3
This approach provides higher concurrency than coarse-grained locking
because the algorithm holds the main lock for a shorter duration, when determining which queues from the book will be accessed. To ensure consistency, it
uses a second level of locks for concurrency control at the level of individual
queues. Therefore, multiple orders can execute concurrently if they operate in
diﬀerent parts of the order book, but they are serialized if the sets of queues
they access overlap.
3.3

Toward Lock-Free Algorithms

The ﬁnal stage in our quest for concurrency is to try to reduce the dependencies
on locks, whether coarse- or ﬁne-grained, as they introduce a serial bottleneck
and may hamper progress. In particular, a thread that is slow, faulty, or preempted by the OS scheduler while holding a lock may prevent other threads
from moving forward.
Our objective is thus to substitute locking operations by lock-free alternatives. To that end, we ﬁrst need to remove the locks protecting the queues and
permit threads to enqueue and dequeue orders concurrently. We do so by replacing the queues in Algorithm 1, lines 9–10, by a concurrent heap structure for
3

Some implementation details, such as avoiding a second traversal of the heap by
keeping track of locked queues, are omitted for simplicity.
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backing the order book. Speciﬁcally, we use a concurrent map,4 which imposes
a custom sorting of the orders it contains. First, orders are sorted according to
prices, and then, according to the timestamp.
To handle concurrent accesses explicitly, we also add in the order object an
additional status ﬂag that we use to indicate whether the order is being processed
or has been removed by some thread. We modify this ﬂag in a lock-free manner
using an atomic compare-and-set (CAS) operation.
The order.status ﬂag (Algorithm 1, line 7) can be in one of three states: IDLE
indicates that the order is not being processed by any thread; MATCHING speciﬁes
that some thread is processing the order; and REMOVED means that the order,
although still present in the order book, has been logically deleted.
We have developed three variants of the concurrent, almost5 lock-free algorithm, with each having diﬀerent guarantees. The ﬁrst algorithm, which we call
LF-Greedy, provides the least guarantees in terms of the sequence in which
orders are processed. The second algorithm, LF-Priority, prevents an incoming
order from consuming new orders that have arrived later. The last algorithm,
LF-FIFO, additionally prevents incoming orders arriving later from stealing
existing orders from incoming orders arriving earlier.
For the sake of simplicity, the pseudo-code as presented further does not
show the handling of market orders. Instead it only considers the more general
case of limit orders. In the case of market orders, if there is no or only a partial
match, the unmatched orders are returned back to the issuer. We furthermore
omit obvious implementation-speciﬁc details, e.g., an incoming order is naturally
matched against the opposite side of the order book.
The LF-Greedy Algorithm. The LF-Greedy algorithm (see Algorithm 5,
omitting text within square brackets) works as follows. After the incoming order
order has been received and scheduled for processing, the worker thread obtains
the best order n from the order book’s heap. Orders in our lock-free algorithms
can be marked as MATCHING to indicate that they are being processed, or as
REMOVED when logically deleted but still physically present in the order book. As
such, the thread ﬁrst checks if n has been marked as removed (line 5). If so, it
removes n from the order book (line 6) and continues to another iteration of the
algorithm. Otherwise, we know that n has not been removed, and we need to
check whether some other thread has already started processing n, in which case
we wait until the processing has ﬁnished by polling the n.status ﬂag (line 8).
Thereafter, we attempt to change the status of n from IDLE to MATCHING using
CAS (line 9). If the CAS operation succeeds, then we know that the order was
indeed idle (note that it could have been removed in the meantime, or taken over
for matching by another thread) and the thread has successfully taken exclusive
4
5

java.util.concurrent.ConcurrentSkipListMap.
While the algorithms do not use explicit locks, they are not completely “lock-free”
as in some situations a thread may be blocked waiting for the status ﬂag to be
updated by another thread. Techniques based on “helping” could be used to avoid
such situations, at the price of increased complexity in the algorithms. We therefore
slightly abuse the word “lock-free” in the rest of the paper.
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Algorithm 5. Greedy [and priority] order insertion algorithm.
1: function thread processGreedy/Priority
 Processing of an order by a thread
2:
order ← pop(incoming)
3:
while order.volume > 0 do
4:
n ← 1st node from heap [ such that n.id < order.id ]
5:
if n.status = REMOVED then
 Order logically removed?
6:
heap ← heap \ {n}
 Yes: remove order from book
7:
continue
8:
wait until n.status = MATCHING
 Avoid useless CAS
9:
if ¬cas(n.status, IDLE, MATCHING) then
 Take ownership of node
10:
continue
11:
if ¬can match(n, order) then
 Can we match order?
12:
heap ← heap ∪ {order}
 No: store order in book
13:
n.status ← IDLE
14:
break
15:
if n.volume > order.volume then
 Order fully satisﬁed
16:
n.volume ← n.volume − order.volume
17:
n.status ← IDLE
18:
break
19:
order.volume ← order.volume − n.volume
 Node fully consumed
20:
n.status ← REMOVED
21:
return SUCCESS

ownership over it. If the CAS operation fails, then some other thread must have
just changed the order’s status to either MATCHING or REMOVED and we continue
to another iteration of the algorithm.
After taking ownership of n, we need to check if the price of the incoming
order order could be matched with the price of n. If not, we store order in
the order book and release n by setting its status to IDLE (line 13), eﬀectively
ﬁnishing the matching process of the incoming order. Otherwise, if the prices of
n and order can be matched, we check if the incoming order order could fully
consume n. If so, we decrease the incoming order’s volume (line 19) and mark
n as REMOVED. Note, that we do not physically remove n from the heap at this
step; instead, we rely on other threads’ help for removing it lazily (lines 5 and 6).
If the volume of n is larger than order can consume, we decrease it and unlock
n (line 17). This implies that the outstanding volume of n remains in the order
book and can be consumed by other threads.
If the incoming order has a large volume, it can potentially consume multiple
orders from the book. In this version of the algorithm we do not enforce any
restrictions on which existing orders can be consumed by the incoming order,
i.e., concurrent threads might consume existing orders that are interleaved in
the heap.
The LF-Priority Algorithm. The LF-Priority algorithm provides more
guarantees in terms of sequence in which incoming orders consume existing
orders stored in the book. Speciﬁcally, when matching an incoming order order
with the content of the book, we want to only consider existing orders that have
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been received strictly before order has been received. To that end, we rely on the
timestamp order.id assigned to each order upon arrival (Algorithm 3, lines 6).
We then modify Algorithm 5 by adding an extra condition (line 4 between square
brackets), which restricts order to only process orders from the order book having a smaller timestamp. This condition can be supported straightforwardly in
our implementation because of the key we use to store orders in the concurrent
heap. Indeed, we use the same concurrent map as before and, when retrieving
the best order, we apply an extra ﬁlter condition to select orders having keys
with timestamps that are smaller than the currently processed order.
The LF-FIFO Algorithm. To introduce the LF-FIFO algorithm, we ﬁrst
informally discuss where LF-Priority is lacking and how its shortcomings can
be addressed. In Algorithm 5, if the thread processing an order is delayed (e.g.,
preempted by the OS scheduler), an order arriving later might consume the best
outstanding orders in the book. This is a problem if one needs to enforce that
orders arriving ﬁrst are given precedence over orders arriving later. Furthermore,
concurrent orders may consume interleaved orders from the book, i.e., an incoming order may be matched against a set of existing orders that does not represent
a continuous sequence in the book, hence breaking atomicity. The main idea of
LF-FIFO is therefore to prevent threads from consuming orders from the book
before the processing of incoming orders received earlier has ﬁnished.
To provide these stricter guarantees, we employ ideas from the hand-overhand locking [7] technique. The principle is that, when traversing a list, the
lock for the next node needs to be obtained while still holding the lock of the
current node. That way, threads cannot overtake one another. The pseudo-code
of the LF-FIFO is show in Algorithm 6. A thread processing an incoming order
order, which would consume multiple existing orders, ﬁrst performs a CAS on
the ﬁrst best order (line 12), marking it as removed in the end (line 26). Then
it saves the ﬁrst best order in a local variable (line 28) and continues to another
iteration, during which it select the second best node (line 5) and perform a CAS
to atomically change its status to MATCHING. Upon success and only then do we
physically remove the ﬁrst best node from the heap (line 15).
The process describing order removals is distinctly diﬀerent from that which
was presented in prior algorithms. In LF-Greedy and LF-Priority algorithms, when an arbitrary thread detects that an order has been marked as
REMOVED (Algorithm 5, line 5), it helps by removing that order (i.e., lazy removal
with helping). In contrast, instead of assisting in the removal of n from the
heap, the LF-FIFO algorithm restarts from the beginning (line 9), relying on
the thread that has marked n as REMOVED to also physically remove it from the
heap (lines 15 and 30). Therefore, the LF-FIFO algorithms provides weaker
progress guarantees but better fairness between threads.
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Algorithm 6. Order insertion algorithm with FIFO properties.
1: function thread processFIFO
 Processing of an order by a thread
2:
order ← pop(incoming)
3:
p←⊥
 Previous node fully matched by thread
4:
while order.volume > 0 do
5:
n ← 1st node n = p from heap such that n.id < order.id
6:
if n = ⊥ then
 Any matching order in book?
7:
heap ← heap ∪ {order}
 No: store order in book
8:
break
9:
if n.status = REMOVED then
 Order logically removed?
10:
continue
 Yes: wait until physically removed
11:
wait until n.status = MATCHING
 Avoid useless CAS
12:
if ¬cas(n.status, IDLE, MATCHING) then
 Take ownership of node
13:
continue
14:
if p = ⊥ then
15:
heap ← heap \ {p}
 Delayed removal
16:
p←⊥
17:
if ¬can match(n, order) then
 Can we match order?
18:
heap ← heap ∪ {order}
 No: store order in book
19:
n.status ← IDLE
20:
break
21:
if n.volume > order.volume then
 Order fully satisﬁed
22:
n.volume ← n.volume − order.volume
23:
n.status ← IDLE
24:
break
25:
order.volume ← order.volume − n.volume
 Node fully consumed
26:
n.status ← REMOVED
27:
n.id ← order.id
 Prioritize concurrent insertions
28:
p←n
 Keep in book (to avoid being overtaken)
29:
if p = ⊥ then
30:
heap ← heap \ {p}
 Remove last consumed order
31:
return SUCCESS

4

Generating Workloads

Besides algorithms for exploiting concurrency in the order book operation,
we contribute in this section a workload generator that allows evaluating the
throughput of the matching operation under realistic workload assumptions.
The sensitive nature of ﬁnancial data and the strict rights of disclosures
signed between clients of stock quote operators typically prevent from using real
datasets and call instead for appropriate models for synthetic data generation.
Models emerged in economics and econophysics (i.e., physicists’ approaches to
tackle problems in economics) such as the ones by Maslov [5], Bartolozzi [8] and
Bak et al. [9]. These models allow understanding the properties of the order
book in terms of the total volume of securities available or requested at each
price point in the bid and ask queues. This aggregated information is enough
for the targeted users of these models, who are interested in modelling and
implementing investment strategies based on the total volume of securities at
each price point, independently from their origin or destination. The distribution
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of individual order sizes has been studied separately, and shown to follow a power
law by several authors [6,10,11]. Some models that consider individual orders
nonetheless use a unit order size rather than a distribution in the interest of
simplicity [5,12].
We implement a variation of the model proposed by Maslov [5], which uses
simple rules and which output has been shown to compare well with the behaviour of a real limit order-driven market. The original model assumes however,
similarly to [12], that all orders have the same volume of one single security.
This simpliﬁcation is problematic for testing a matching engine, in particular
for testing its behaviour and performance in the presence of partially matched
orders. We therefore extend the model by allowing orders to feature arbitrary
volumes and assign volumes following a power law distribution based on ﬁndings
made by Maslov and Mills in [6]. We note that another limitation of this model
is that it does not consider changes to existing orders stored in the order book,
unlike for instance the Bak-Paczuski-Shubik model [9]. We choose not to address
this limitation as it does not fundamentally limit the representativeness of the
behaviour of clients using the order book for what concerns the matching algorithm itself. The expiry mechanism for existing orders proposed by the model,
along with new insertions is indeed enough to model dynamics.
We now proceed to detailing the model itself. An average price p is ﬁxed
at the beginning of the generation, which starts by the generation of one bid
and one ask limit order. Thereafter, orders are generated by ﬁrst deciding on
their operation (bid or ask), with equal priority. Each order is a limit order with
priority qlo , and a market order otherwise. The price attached to a limit order
is generated based on the base price b of the best available order on the other
side of the order book: the cheapest ask for a bid, and the largest bid for an
ask. A random variation Δ, generated randomly in {1, 2, ..., Δmax } is applied:
the price for the order is set to p(t) + Δ for a bid, or to p(t) − Δ for an ask. The
volume v for each order is generated according to the power law identiﬁed in [6].
For market orders, P [v] ∝ v −1−µmarket where μmarket = 1.4. For limit orders,
(A−ln(v))2

B
P [v] ∝ v1 e−
, where A = 7 and B = 4. These values for μmarket , A and
B are the ones suggested in the original paper [6], as are the values we use for
the other parameters: qlo = 12 , and Δ = 4. We use an initial price of p = 1, 000.
In order to prevent limit orders staying indeﬁnitely in the order book, an
expiry mechanism removes unmatched limit orders from the order book after
λmax time steps. The expiry mechanism prevents the accumulation of limit
orders having prices that diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the current market price.
In the real market, this operation is performed by either traders or by the
stock exchange itself. For instance, the New York Stock Exchange purges all
unmatched orders at the end of the day. Maslov indicates that for any reasonably large value of the cut-oﬀ parameter λmax , the model produces the same
scaling properties of price ﬂuctuations. We use λmax = 1, 000 as in the original
paper.
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Evaluation

We experiment on two diﬀerent architectures. The ﬁrst is an Intel i7-5960X
Haswell CPU (8 cores, 16 hardware threads with hyperthreading enabled) with
32 GB of RAM. The second is an IBM POWER8 S822 server (10 cores, 80 hardware threads) with 32 GB of RAM. We run our experiments in OpenJDK’s
Runtime Environment, build 1.8.0 40, with default options.
For all concurrent order book implementations considered, we process 100,000
orders in total. We vary the thread count from 1 to the maximum number of
threads supported by each architecture. We run all experiments 10 times and
present the average. The orders are generated oﬄine using the model from Sect. 4,
kept in memory and replayed directly to each of the order book implementations.
For each of the experiments performed, we also plot the obtained speedup related
to the baseline sequential matching engine running with a single thread.
For all the tests, we observe that the lock-free approaches outperform ﬁnegrained locking. The latter approach does not scale beyond 4 threads for the
Haswell architecture and 8 threads for POWER8. When more threads are used,
however, its performance does not degrade signiﬁcantly and remains relatively
constant. In contrast, when looking at the lock-free approaches, we see that
they scale almost linearly. Also, we see that the more guarantees in terms of the
sequence in which orders are processed a lock-free algorithm provides, the slower
it performs. The variations in performance are, however, minimal.

Fig. 3. Order processing time (average over 100,000) and speedup for diﬀerent order
book implementations on the Intel Haswell (top) and IBM POWER8 (bottom) architectures.
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Related Work

Strategies for optimizing the operation of matching platforms can be broadly
divided into two categories: the reduction of latency and optimizations related to
order processing. To achieve ultra-low latencies, high-frequency trading servers
are typically housed in the same building as the matching engine servers [2].
Additionally, novel communication technologies, such as microwaves, are gaining
popularity as they promise to convey orders faster than ﬁbre optic [13].
Signiﬁcant eﬀort was also spent towards eﬃcient middleware systems for
order handling, besides the matching operation itself. LMAX Disruptor [14] is
an integrated trading system running on the JVM. It implements the reception
and pre-processing of orders. It stores the received orders in a queue with ordering guarantees similar to the incoming queue used in our algorithms. Disruptor features a simple single-threaded matching engine that fetches and process
orders from the queue sequentially, but it also allows the implementation of
more sophisticated matching or order processing engines including those using
multiple-threads implementation. It is therefore complementary to our study,
which concentrates on the internal of the matching engine.
Although, to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist concurrent
lock-free implementations of matching engines, substantial eﬀort has been dedicated to developing eﬃcient single-threaded implementations. For instance,
Shetty et al. [15] propose such an implementation for the .NET platform. The
authors detail the steps required for locking the order book when accessing it
from multiple threads concurrently, similarly to our baseline coarse-grain locking
algorithm.
In addition to the models for generating orders that we mentioned in Sect. 4,
several authors investigated the dynamics of order books. Huang et al. [16] propose a market simulator to help compute execution costs of complex trading
strategies. They do so by viewing the order book as a Markov chain and by
assuming that the intensities of the order ﬂows depend only on the current state
of the order book. Cont et al. [17] propose using a continuous-time stochastic
model, capturing key empirical properties of order book dynamics. Alternatively,
Kercheval et al. [18] use a machine learning framework to build a learning model
for each order book metric with the help of multi-class support vector machines.

7

Conclusion

We proposed in this paper strategies for performing order matching in the order
book in a concurrent manner. We started with two lock-based implementations
using coarse- and ﬁne-grained locking designs. We then proposed three algorithms that do not use explicit locks and provide diﬀerent guarantees in terms of
the sequence of order processing. We also contributed a workload generator that
allows us to evaluate the throughput of order matching under realistic workload
assumptions. Experimental results suggest that, although the ﬁne-grained approach scales only up to a few cores, by carefully substituting locking operations
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by lock-free alternatives, we can achieve high performance and good scalability. Future work might target combining our concurrent matching engine with
LMAX Disruptor, forming a cohesive framework where both, order dispatch and
matching, are executed in an almost lock-free manner.
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